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INTRODUCTION

Sovereign immunity, or crown immunity, is a legal doctrine by
which the sovereign or state cannot commit a legal wrong and is
immune from civil suit or criminal prosecution.
This principle is commonly expressed by the popular legal
maxim “rex non potest peccare,” meaning “the king can do no
wrong.” The doctrine of sovereign immunity is based on the
Common Law principle borrowed from the British Jurisprudence
that the King commits no wrong and that he cannot be guilty of
personal negligence or misconduct, and as such cannot be
responsible for the negligence or misconduct of his servants.

Another aspect of this doctrine was that it was an attribute of
sovereignty that a State cannot be sued in its own courts without
its consent. This doctrine held dead in Indian courts since the mid-
nineteenth century until recently. When a genuine claim
for damages was brought to the courts, and it was refused on the
basis of an ancient doctrine seemingly having no relevance, there
were demands for review.

The Indian courts, in order to not let genuine claims be defeated,
kept narrowing the scope of sovereign functions, so that the
victims would receive damages.  The Law Commission of
  ndia too, in its very first report, recommended the abolition of
this outdated doctrine. But for various reasons, the draft bill for
the abolition of this doctrine was never passed, and thus it was left
to the courts to decide on the compatibility of this doctrine in
accordance with the Constitution of India.
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ORIGIN IN ENGLAND

2

The King is literally above  the law and cannot do wrong by
definition. This understanding reached its zenith in the 17th
century under the banner the “divine rights of the king”.
 Even if the king’s actions are not lawful by definition, there is
no remedy for the king’s actions through the courts.
 (True Origin) The King has no power or capacity to do wrong
(King Henry III as the example, he assumed power while in his
minority).
The King is eminently capable of doing wrong but cannot do so
lawfully.

In  England, the growth of the doctrine of sovereign immunity has
been influenced by the immunity of the local sovereign. The
doctrine of sovereign immunity has a long history and has matured
over the past centuries. The main source of this
concept has been attributed to the concept of “the king can do no
wrong” by  historians and scholars. The law clothes the monarch’s
person with absolute perfection. 

The monarch is regarded in law as being incapable of thinking
wrong or meaning to do an improper act.     Under the general rule
at common law no proceedings civil or criminal, was maintainable
against the monarch in person, for it was said that the courts being
the kings own, could have no jurisdiction over him. 
The maxim “the king can do no wrong” can actually stand for 4
different things. It had various definitions during its history in
England and had been interpreted in numerous manners, which
included:



The origins of the concept of “the king can do no wrong” can be
traced back to the time of the Justinian code. Justinian’s Corpus
Juris contains numerous statements appearing to support the
doctrine that the emperor had absolute and unlimited power. In
particular, two fragments from the Digest, both attributed to the
great jurist

Ulpian, are often cited as reflecting Roman law: the first is
“Princeps Legibus Glutus Est”, meaning ‘the emperor is not bound
by statute;’ the second is “Quad Principii Placuit Legis Habet,”
meaning what pleases the prince is the law.
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[1] Halsburys laws of england 4th edition reissue
[2 Blackstone’s Commentaries (4th Edn) 246



SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY IN US
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The historical background of US sovereign immunity shows less
about why the principle today is so deeply rooted. The topic was
not debated at the Constitutional Convention, and little is
understood about how the concept of immunity was dealt in
colonial courts. Actually, it is a doctrine from English law that the
Court believed to have been secretly introduced into American
legislation.

The doctrine is derived from the laws and practices of our English
ancestors; and is beyond question that from the time of Edward
the First until now the King of England was not suitable in the
courts of that country. While the exemption of the United States
and of the several States fom being subjected as defendants to
ordinary actions in the courts has since that time been repeatedly
asserted here, the principle has never been discussed or the
reasons for it given, but it has always been treated as an
established doctrine.[3]

The Constitution is quiet on the subject, while Article III provides
jurisdiction for Controversies to which the United States shall be a
Party,"[4] at least suggesting the right to make the United States
amenable to suit.

3. Lee, 106 U.S. at 205-7.
4.. S  Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 1.



In 1793, sovereign immunity was first confronted by the Supreme
Court in Chisholm v. Georgia.[5]Confronted with the issue of
whether Article III permitted jurisdiction in a case against a state,
four of the five Court judges considered Georgia likely to sue in its
sovereign capacity, without approval, signalling a radical change
from conventional monarchist principles of sovereignty. In 1794,
Congress, reacting to the widespread fear of the vulnerability of
states to suits for debt, proposed the Eleventh Amendment [6]
of the Constitution which sought to withdraw from the federal
courts’ jurisdiction, or suits against a state by citizens of another
state.[7] Chisholm, & the Eleventh Amendment, approved in 1798,
held exposed the issue of United States sovereign immunity.
Beginning with the dictum of Chief Justice Marshall in Cohens v.
Virginia,[8]

[5] 2 U.S. (2 DalI.) 419 (1793).
[6] Eleventh Amendment,1795: The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or
equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of
any Foreign State.
[6]  The amendment provides: "The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or
equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects or
any Foreign State." U.S. Const. amend. XI. The Supreme Court has not, however, read the Eleventh.
[7]  The amendment provides: "The Judicial power of the United States shall not be
construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of
another State, or by Citizens or Subjects or any Foreign State." U.S. Const. amend. XI. The Supreme Court has not, however,
read the Eleventh Amendment to stand as an absolute bar to actions for injunctive relief. In a series of decisions
culminating in Ex Parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908), the Court held that state officials were amenable to suit in federal court,
even when those officials were acting under the cloak of state authority, as long as the state was not being sued in its own
name. 
[8] 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 411-12 (1821).
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By 1882, Justice Miller had written in United States v. Lee, that "the
principle that the United States can not be legally sued without its
permission in any case... is claimed to be the established law of
that country."[9] Then, by the end of the nineteenth century, the
Supreme Court had endorsed a concept of sovereignty established
in England to defend the monarch and, with little justification, had
made it a Congressional prerogative.

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT
In 1946, Congress approved the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA),[10
which for most common law torts abolished sovereign immunity.
Congress, seeking to safeguard the Executive's ability to act, made
an exemption for "discretionary function[s]."[11]The presence of
the Tucker Act and the case law concerning the Act illustrate both
congressional and judicial recognition of the federal government's
sovereign immunity.

CONSTITUTIONAL TORTS
In 1971, the Supreme Court first acknowledged action for damages
against federal officials under the Constitution in Bivens v. Six
Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics.[12] 
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[9] 106 U.S. 196, 204 (1882). The Court in Lee listed cases upholding federal sovereign immunity. See, e.g., The Davis, 77 U.S. (10
Wall.) 15 (1869); The Siren, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 152 (1868); Nations v. Johnson, 65 U.S. (24 How.) 195 (1860); Hill v. United States, 50
U.S. (9 How.) 386
(1850); United States v. McLemore, 45 U.S. (4 How.) 286 (1846); United States V. Clarke, 33 U.S. (8 Pet.) 436 (1834).
[10] Federal Tort Claims Act, ch. 753, tit. 4, 60 Stat. 812, 842-47 (1946) (current version at 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680
(1994)).
[11] 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a) (1994). 
[12] 403 U.S. 388 (1971).[ 2] 403 U.S. 88 (1971).



The Supreme Court, in a verdict by Justice Brennan, stipulated a
rule that it must presume a private right of redress for monetary
damages where no other federal relief is given to vindicate a
constitutional right, following the principle that for every wrong,
there is a remedy. The court held on the basis of a presumption
that when there is an infringement of a right, the claimant can
recover whatever they may seek under any civil suit, unless
Congress has expressly curtailed the right to recovery, or there are
any "special factors the counselling hesitation."

In Chappell v. Wallace,[13] The Court declined to consider a cause of
action for qualified members of the armed forces claiming
unlawful racial discrimination on the basis that both the
requirements of military service and the statutory granting of
power to Congress over the military justice system[14]comprised
'special factors' necessary to negate the claim.

In Butz v. Economou, a case concerning a complaint against the
Secretary of Agriculture, the Court stated in the context of this
qualified immunity that federal officials will be exempted from
personal liability unless they breached a constitutional rule whose
purpose they knew or should reasonably have known was clearly
defined at the time of the infringement.[15]
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[13  ] 462 U.S. 296 (1983). In Chappell, five Navy enlisted men brought a suit against their commanding officers alleging
constitutional violations. 
[14] See U.S. Const. art. I, § 8.
[15]  438 U.S. 478, 506-07 (1978). Qualified immunity of federal officials applies to the same extent as that accorded state
officials in the § 1983 context.



Limiting the solution to constitutional mass torts guarantees a
limited exception to the existing doctrine of sovereign immunity,
rather than a total dismantling of a normally workable regime. The
Court is of the opinion that Congress and by expanding the
political process, should be liable for determining questions about
the distribution of the financial burden created by governmental
misconduct, The problem in a constitutional mass tort situation is
not whether an individual official can be dissuaded, but whether
the framework as a whole has procedures in place to ensure that
there are no wide-scale humiliations of constitutional rights. In that
case, the judicial abrogation of sovereign immunity would allow
the Court to provide a remedy for an egregious violation of
standard constitutional protections without over-reaching its role
in the constitutional system or weakening the general safeguards it
has established for vigorous administration.
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In Argentine Republic v. Amerada Hess Shipping Corp,[17]The
claimant requested redress under the Alien Tort Statute (ATS) for
the ruination of a ship that was supposedly sunk by the Argentine
Air Force during the Falklands War in breach of international law. A
unanimous Supreme Court, putting the ATS aside, first determined
that the FSIA is "the sole basis for obtaining jurisdiction over a
foreign state in our courts."[18]then stated that-Congress had no
intention of removing violations of international law from the
FSIA’s immunity provision.

In Williams v. Shipping Corp. of India,[19]The complainant filed suit
in a Virginia state court. The accused corporate entity expelled the
suit to the District Court of the Eastern District of Virginia and
proceeded to dismiss the plaintiff's jury trial claim on the grounds
of section 1441(d) of the FSIA.  The district court agreed to
dismiss the motion, arguing that jurisdiction was based solely on
section 1441(d) and could not be built on diversity jurisdiction. 
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[16]28 U.S.C. §§ 1330, 1602-11 (1988).
[17] 488 U.S. 428 (1988).
[18] Id. at 434. Justices Blackmun and Marshall concurred in part because they did not agree with the majority's decision
regarding the various exceptions to immunity under the FSIA; unlike the majority, they did not consider them to be properly
before the Court. Id. at 443-44.
[19]653 F.2d 875 (4th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 102 S.
Ct. 1490 (1982).

FOREIGN SOVEREIGN 
IMMUNITIES ACT, 1976

Foreign states, on the other hand, are, as a general rule, immune
from a lawsuit in another sovereign 's courts. This general rule is
not only part of customary international law but also part of
municipal law. It was statutorily enforced in the United States by
the Congress of the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976
(FSIA).[16]



In fact, the district court concluded that there was no violation of
the right of the victims to have a jury trial. The district court
decision was upheld in the Fourth Circuit.
Making changes in the FSIA by adding an exemption for human
rights would benefit not only the victims. This will also give a strong
warning to the offenders that they can not hide behind their
sovereign status any more, at least not in the home of the victim's
courts. And it would be an indication, both domestically and
internationally, to take seriously at least the most important
human rights, even if that comes at a political cost. The position of
sovereign immunity in India is further discussed in the next
section. 
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The doctrine of Sovereign Immunity in India hasn’t been the same
since time immemorial. Time and again laws have been made
restricting the sovereign immunity of the government. The legal
maxim that “Rex Non-Potest Peccare” i.e. that the king can do no
wrong, is no longer applicable in the Indian context. The state has
started being liable for its actions post-independence. Though
there still exists a substantial difference between the liability for
sovereign and non-sovereign functions, the state has started
taking up liability if they interfere with the fundamental rights of an
individual. 
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POSITION IN INDIA

Constitutional Tort: Deals with Article 294 and 300 of the
Constitution of India.

The position in India has been discussed through 4 parts-
1.

   2. Qualified Immunity of Police Officers Under CrPC: Section 132     
     and 197 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
  3. Absolute Liability of Armed Forces under AFSPA and Jammu      
     and Kashmir (Disturbed Areas) Act
  4. Judicial Pronouncements



CONSTITUTIONAL TORT
The Constitution of India aims at striking a balance between the
public interests and the state action hence leading to the
development of Constitutional Tort. According to the concept of
Tortious liability and Constitutional Tort, the state can be held
vicariously liable for the actions of its servants. There are two
constitutional provisions which relate to the tortious liability of the
state i.e. Article 294 and Article 300. According to Article 294(b) the
union government’s liability arises out of any contract or
otherwise. As per Article 300, the Government of India or of a state
“may sue or be sued by the name of the state”[20[.It proves that
the Union of India as well as the states are juristic persons and can
sue or be sued in the court.

As per the existing provisions, the government is liable for the torts
which are committed while exercising non-sovereign functions but
is immune to the torts which are committed by the servants while
exercising sovereign functions. The loophole in the law is that
there is no test so as to define which function is sovereign or not.
The provision is highly subjective in nature.
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[20] Art 300 The Constitution of India Ct. 1490 (1982).



Article 300 of the Constitution owes its existence to Section 176 of
the Government of India Act, 1935, which was initially taken from
Section 65 of the Government of India Act, 1858. The initial part of
the Article deals with the nomenclature of the parties i.e. the Union
of India and the respective State Government. The second part
deals with the extent of liability. There does not exist much
difference in the present view with the view that was enforced
during the East India Company view. Though the present
legislation is having an increasing scope as in cases of gross
violation of fundamental rights the state is being held liable.
Pre-Constitutional View: The Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company v. Secretary of State[21](1861) discussed the
question regarding Sovereign Immunity. In this case, a workman of
the government dockyard dropped an iron bar negligently, which
scared the horse of the plaintiff’s company and the certain injury
was suffered by the horse and the servant of the plaintiff’s
company. The chief justice while classifying the acts of the state
into two categories i.e. sovereign and non-sovereign held that the
secretary was liable since the function was a non-sovereign one.
But in the case of Secretary of State v. Hari Bhanji[22] (1882) the
couet had denied any difference between the sovereign and non-
sovereign functions. 
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[21] Penisular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company v. Secretary of State (1861) 5 Bom. H.C.R. App. 1.
[22]Secretary of State for India in Council v. Hari Bhanji (1882) I.L.R. 5 Mad.
273.



This shows the lack of clarity in the pre-constitutional laws.
Different judicial pronouncements just increase the confusion of
how a law is to be interpreted. This is the main reason why the law
commission in its first report pointed out the need for
comprehensive legislation so as to define the tortious liability of
the government. The Government (Liability in Tort) Bill, 1967[23]for
the same was introduced in the parliament, but it has not been
implemented yet.

Post-Constitutional View:   Both Article 294 and 300 are enshrined
under Part XII of the constitution which deals with Contracts,
Rights, Liabilities and Suits. The word “otherwise in Article 294
indicates the presence of tortious liability of the Union or State
Government.
In the case of State of Rajasthan v. Vidhyawati[24[when a
government driver negligently knocked down a pedestrian who
died, the state tried to claim the defence of sovereign immunity.
The court held that the jeep wasn’t performing a sovereign
function and that the state is liable for the tort committed. The
court further mentioned that the doctrine had no validity in India
and such feudalistic notions of justice cannot be continued. The
petitioner was thus awarded compensation.
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[23]The Government (Liability in Tort) Bill, 1967,https://eparlib.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/755532/1/jcb_04_1969_liability.pdf
[24]State of Rajasthan v. Vidhyawati and Another, AIR 1962 SC 933



In another case of Kasturi Lal Ralia Ram Jain v. State of Uttar
Pradesh[25] wherein the petitioner's gold was seized and the police
officer fled with it. The apex court held since it was a sovereign
function the state won’t be liable. The court expressed its
discontent while passing the judgement and asked the state to
make necessary legislation. The judgement has received a lot of
criticism and is yet to be overruled.

In recent times, the court has been interpreting the law in a much
different way. Cases wherein the Fundamental Right of an
individual has been violated by the state, the principle of Sovereign
Immunity is not applicable. For instance in the cases of false
imprisonment, illegal detention etc where article 21 is violated the
defence of sovereign immunity was not applicable. 

In the case of Rudul Sah v. State of Bihar[26] where the petitioner
was illegally detained for more than 14 years, the court directed
the state to pay compensation to him. This judgement is important
due to two prime reasons, firstly, the violation of the constitutional
right can result in a civil liability which is enforceable, secondly, the
restriction on the liberty of an individual can give rise to civil
liability. This decision did not entangle in deciding whether the
function was sovereign or not, what it focused upon was the
violation of a basic fundamental right.
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[25] Kasturi Lal Raila Ram Jain v, State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1965 SC 1039.
[26]Rudul Sah v. State of Bihar, (1983) 4 SCC 141.



The inconsistency in the judicial interpretation clearly points out
towards the need for new legislation in which the state is liable for
its actions which cause damage to the public interest as well as
cases wherein the state acts ultra vires. The judgement of
Kasturilal has to be overruled as it acts as a pro-state judgement
which should not apply in a welfare state. The recognition of
Fundamental rights and a step in protecting the same, such as in
the case of Rudul Sah has been a positive step as the state’s
liability for its actions has been increased. In order to establish
clarity, the legislature needs to step up its game and enact some
new legislation to impose liability upon the states. 

While Article 294 and 300 of the Constitution only deal with the
tortious liabilities of the public servants, the Code of Criminal
Procedure provides certain immunity to the officer’s criminal
conduct under the act, which has been discussed in the next
section.
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The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973[27](CrPC) provides qualified
immunity to the government servants to protect them from the
litigations against their official duties. Police officers are protected
under Section 197 and Section 132 of the CrPC. According to these
sections, sanctions have to be issued from the central or state
government before instituting any criminal proceedings against
the police officers. While this provides a benefit to the officers who
were actually performing their duty, the ones who have committed
a crime would still be protected under these sections.
Under Section 132 sanctions have to be provided by the concerned
government for any act which has been performed under Section
129, 130 and 131 of the CrPC, which basically deals with the task of
controlling an unlawful assembly that was causing a breach of
peace. If a police officer is available to show that while attempting
to disperse the assembly he/she failed and therefore relied upon
the use of force, he/she gets protection under the section.

In the case of P.P. Unnikrishnan v. Puttiyottil Alikutty[28]two police
officers were accused of locking up and torturing the complainant
for several days. The police officers raised a defence under Section
64 of Kerala Police Act, where safeguards were provided against
initiation of proceedings based on the principle of good faith and
so as to enable pursuance of duty that has been imposed by the
state. 

[1] P.P. Unnikrishnan & Anr. v. Puttiyottil Alikutty & Anr.,
2000 (8) SCC 131
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[[27 The Code of Criminal Procedure 1973, Act No. 4, Acts of Parliament, 1974. 
[28]P.P. Unnikrishnan & Anr. v. Puttiyottil Alikutty & Anr., 2000 (8) SCC 131

QUALIFIED IMMUNITY OF 
POLICE UNDER CRPC



The division bench of the apex court considered the provision to
be formulated on the basis of Section 197 of the CrPC. The
Supreme Court further discussed the scope of Section 197 of the
CrPC. The court said that a reasonable connection should be there
between the discharge of official duty and the act. Such a
relationship shall be reasonable and not a pretended one. The
bench further elucidated the point by providing some examples of
the same.
According to the judgement given in Mary Angel v. State of Tamil
Nadu[29], in order to ensure justice, the court decided that police
officers won’t get protection under Section 197 as the torture
committed upon the victim was totally out of the scope of official
duty. This decision was  based on the Unnikrishnan judgment as
well as the inherent powers enshrined under Section 482 of the
CrPC. Such judgements not only help in ensuring that there is “no
miscarriage of justice” but also help in gaining the faith of the
general public.

In another case of Uttarakhand Sangharsh Samiti v. State of Uttar
Pradesh[1], where there was mass human rights violation, and the
police had fired on an assembly of protestors, which resulted in 24
deaths, illegal detentions, mass molestation and rapes and
incarceration of various people, the division bench refused to grant
immunity under Section 197. 
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[29] Mary Angel v. State of Tamil Nadu, 1999 (5) SCC 209. 
[30] Uttarakhand Sangharsh Samiti v. State of Uttar Pradesh, (1996) 1 UPLBEC 461.



It also said that not every act performed by public servants would
be protected under the article, and only those which are necessary
while performing official duties would be protected.

Even in the present days the cases of fake encounters, wrongful
restrain and detention, a commission of rape in custody have been
increasing, These acts should not come under the purview of
Article 197 of the CrPC since no sanction is required for acts which
fall outside the scope of the official duties. Even in cases where
there is human rights violation protection isn’t granted under this
section.
This leads us to the conclusion that the immunity against criminal
actions of police officers are available only in certain cases such as:
➢When the police officer is able to show that the act was
performed while discharging official duty.
➢The act should have a direct nexus with the performance of
official duty and should not be ultra vires.
➢Acts that violate fundamental rights and massive human rights
can never fall under the scope of the Article.

The shortcomings of the same are that it is often misused by the
police officers, by putting up a fake story and thus proving to be a
massive barrier to justice. Often FIRs are also not registered and
that does not lead to an investigation, thus protecting the offender. 
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The Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act, 1958 (hereinafter referred
to as ‘the AFSPA’) authorises the personnel from armed forces to
shoot, arrest, destroy any property, enter and search any premises
without any warrant; even on the mere apprehension of unlawful
activities being done by the individual, or through the property
respectively. 

Territorial Extent of the AFSPA
The AFSPA could be imposed in any area in relation to which the
Governor of the State or the Central Government is of the opinion
that such powers are necessary to be delegated. Thus, the area of
operation of the AFSPA has to be first declared as a ‘disturbed area’
by the government under Section 3 of the AFSPA.

The AFSPA has been in operation in the states of Assam, Manipur,
Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, Mizoram,
Punjab, Chandigarh and Jammu & Kashmir. Out of these places,
the AFSPA has been revoked from the states of Tripura, Punjab
and Chandigarh.
 Also, though the State of Jammu & Kashmir is no longer existence,
the union territories of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh are still
under the Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act,
1990 and the Central Government has assumed the power to take
a call regarding the functioning of the AFSPA in the State through a
notification.[31]
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[[31] MHA to continue to have final say on AFSPA in J&K, The Hindu (2020),
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/centre-bestows-on-itself-powers-to-declare-any-area-in-jk-disturbed-under-
afspa/article29854778.ece
(last visited Jul 13, 2020).

ABSOLUTE IMMUNITY OF ARMED FORCES UNDER
THE ARMED FORCES (SPECIAL POWERS) ACT, 1958.



Nature of Immunity provided under the AFSPA
Section 6 of the AFSPA provides, “No prosecution, suit or other
legal proceedings shall be instituted, except with the previous
sanction of the Central Government, against any person in respect
of anything done or purported to be done in exercise of the
powers conferred by this Act.”
As has been provided in the Section, it is essential to have a
previous sanction of the Central Government before the initiation
of any legal proceedings against the actions of a person which he
does in the exercise of powers provided under the AFSPA. Between
2001 and 2018, over 50 requests for actions against armed forces
personnel were sent to the Central Government by the
Government of Jammu & Kashmir but all of the requests were
denied by the Central Government.[32] Thus, despite it being
possible under the AFSPA to hold armed forces personnel liable for
their actions, procedural difficulties have made it almost
impossible due to which the immunity with the armed forces
personnel has become absolute in nature.

Powers of the Armed Forces under AFSPA
The powers of the armed forces have been enunciated under
Section 4 of the AFSPA. According to the Section, any
commissioned officer, warrant officer, non-commissioned officer
or any other person of equivalent rank in the armed forces while
discharging his duties under the AFSPA, may fire upon individuals, 
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[[32] Naseer Ganai, In 20 Years, Centre Denied Prosecution Sanction Under AFSPA In All Cases Recommended By J&K Govt
Against Armymen https://www.outlookindia.com/ (2018), https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/in-20-years-centre-denied-
prosecution-sanction-under-afspa-in-all-cases-recommen/307132 (last visited Jul 13, 2020).

ABSOLUTE IMMUNITY OF ARMED FORCES
UNDER THE ARMED FORCES (SPECIAL

POWERS) ACT, 1958.



even to the extent of causing death and arrest anyone without a
warrant, even on the ground that the officer had reasonable
suspicion that the individuals are carrying a weapon or something
that can be used as a weapon, or the individuals have committed a
cognizable offence or may commit such offence in the future
respectively.

Further, with respect to the property, any commissioned officer,
warrant officer, non-commissioned officer or any other person of
equivalent rank in the armed forces while discharging his duties
under the AFSPA, may destroy any shelter or enter and search any
premises without a warrant, even on the ground that the officer
believed the shelter was in use or could be used in the future as an
arms dump or the premises is used for storage of arms and
ammunition respectively.

Further, as provided under Section 5 of the AFSPA, the armed
forces are to produce the person arrested by them to the nearest
police station with the “least possible delay” but the duration of
this time period has not been defined under the AFSPA.

In the case of Baccha Bora v. State of Assam[33], the petitioner filed
a writ petition for the writ of habeas corpus for the arrest of his
sons who had been under detention for over 15 days and had 
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not been produced before the court. The Guwahati High Court
held that the 24-hour limit under
Article 22 was not applicable with respect to arrests made under
AFSPA and the detention period may extend for up to months if
the circumstances are such.
Most of the times, the detentions have led to disappearances[34]
and those detained have been later found as dead as well, thus
pointing towards custodial killings.[35] Thus, in case of arrests
made under Section 5 of the AFSPA, people have no legal options.
Instances of brutality by armed forces under the shield of AFSPA
There have been thousands of instances of human rights violation
committed by the armed forces under the powers granted to them
under the AFSPA, particularly in the northeast and the region of
Jammu and Kashmir. Justice Verma Committee report: The Justice
Verma Committee was formed after the Delhi gang-rape case of
2012 to review laws relating to sexual harassment. The committee
in its report pointed out that regions which have been declared as
‘disturbed areas’ under the AFSPA, 1958, experience neglect of
security of women and in some of the cases, even public servants
commit sexual harassment.
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[34]Nungshitombi Devi v. Rishang Keishang, CM Manipur, (1982) 1 GLR 756, and Luithukla v. Rishang Keishing, (1988) 2 GLR 159
[35] Geeta Pandey, South Asia | Woman at the centre of Manipur storm BBC News (2004),
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/south_asia/3604986.stm (last visited Jul 13, 2020).



Justice Hegde Commission report: The Justice Hegde Commission
was formed for investigating six deaths in the state of Manipur, as
to whether they were encountered by armed forces in self-defence
or extrajudicial execution. The Commission found out that all the
six deaths were the results of extrajudicial executions. The
Commission even went on to say that the AFSPA has made a
“mockery out of the law and order situation of Manipur”. 

Kunan Poshpora Incident: On the nights of 23-24 February 1990,
the Indian army allegedly repeatedly raped at least women in the
twin villages of Kunan and Poshpora. What was supposed to be a
search operation, turned out to be one of the gravest human rights
violations by the State in the history of independent India. The
State Human Rights Commission of the State of Jammu and
Kashmir acknowledged the occurrence of the incident and found
out in its investigation that at least 40 women had been victims of
this mass sexual assault. Other than that, there have been
numerous instances of a human rights violation by the armed
forces, acting under the impunity provided by the AFSPA. In
response to an RTI query, the Government revealed that the region
of Jammu and Kashmir topped the list for human rights violation,
followed by Assam.[36]
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[36] Das, S. (2017, July 27). Jammu &amp; Kashmir tops list of rights abuses under AFSPA, Assam second. Retrieved July 15, 2020,
from 
https://www.livemint.com/Politics/CcFJoIMR39wtQwiIoIfi3O/Jammu--Kashmir-tops-list-on-rights-abuses-under-AFSPA-Assa.html



Judicial Response on the AFSPA
The Supreme Court in the case of Naga People’s Movement of
Human Rights v. Union of India[37] held the AFSPA to be
constitutionally valid of the Act and laid down certain guidelines for
the armed forces to follow while exercising their powers. The
guidelines were in relation to the period of detention,
circumstances in which shooting on individuals would be justified,
etc.
Despite the guidelines issued by the Supreme Court, there were
still many instances of a human rights violation by the armed
forces through their powers under the Act.

In the case of Extra Judicial Execution Victims Family Association
and Human Rights Alert vs Union of India, a petition was in relation
to over 1528 cases of extrajudicial killings by the armed forces in
the state of Manipur, between 1979 and 2012. The Court
appointed a committee with Justice Santosh Hegde as its chairman
and the committee found out that most of the cases were
extrajudicial encounters indeed. Following which, various FIRs were
registered against army officers and a CBI investigation was
launched. The Supreme Court also held that any killings by the
armed forces under the AFSPA would be thoroughly investigated,
even if such killing is of an infamous terrorist.
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[37] (1998) 2 SCC 109



In the year 2018, 356 army officers in their individual capacity filed
a petition with the Supreme Court to review its decision in the case
of Extra Judicial Execution Victims Family Association and Human
Rights Alert vs Union of India and for a stay on the investigations in
relation to alleged extrajudicial executions. The Supreme Court
rejected the petition.[38]
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[38]  356 Officers Petition Supreme Court to Stop Prosecuting The Army for Fake Encounters. (n.d.). Retrieved July 15, 2020, from
https://thewire.in/rights/army-officers-petition-supreme-court-fake-encounters-manipur



The judiciary has been liberal in its nature while dealing with
matters of violation of human rights by the State. After the case of
Rudul Shah v. Union of India[39], the Supreme Court has provided
compensation to the victims of human rights violations by the
State.

In the case of Sebastion M. Hongray v. Union of India[40], two men
were taken into custody by the men from the 21st Sikh Regiment.
Acting upon the petitions from the wives of these men, the Court
issues the writ of habeas corpus which wasn’t replied by the armed
forces. The Court considered this inactivity on a writ to be civil
contempt and provided the petitioners with rupees one lakh each
as compensation for supposed torture and agony which their
husbands may have undergone.

Though the judgement of the Court was debatable as it balanced
pecuniary compensation with the life and liberty of an individual
but this course of action was adopted to be a good precedent In
the case of Nilabati Behera (Smt.) v. State of Orissa[41], the Supreme
Court awarded the mother of the deceased with compensation of
rupees one lakh fifty thousand. The deceased had died while being
under police custody. The Court while giving the judgement
observed that, “a custodial death is perhaps one of the worst
crimes in a civilised society governed by rule of law."
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[39] (1983) 4 SCC 141.
[40 AIR 1984 SC 1026
[41] AIR 1993 SC 1960.

JUDICIAL PRONOUNCEMENTS



In relation to brutality by public servants, the Supreme Court in the
landmark case of D.K. Basu v. State of West Bengal[42] observed
that,
"The precious right guaranteed by Art. 21 of the Constitution of
India cannot be denied to convicts, under trials, prisoners in
custody, except according to the procedure established by law by
placing such reasonable restrictions as are permitted by law.”

While further dealing with the issue of pecuniary compensation in
case of human rights violation by the State, the Court observed
that, 
“Mere punishment of the offender cannot give much solace to the
family of the victim, civil action for damages is a long drawn and
cumbersome judicial process. Monetary compensation for
redressal by the court finding the infringement of the indefeasible
right to life of the citizen is, therefore, a useful and at times
perhaps the only effective remedy to apply balm to the wounds of
the family members of the deceased victim, who may have been
the breadwinner of the family.”
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[42] (1997) I SCC 416.



 In the case of Death of Sawinder Singh Grover, Re[43]The Supreme
Court awarded the widow of the deceased with a compensation of
rupees two lakh. The deceased has died while being frisked and
under surveillance by the Directorate of Enforcement. Later in the
investigation report of the Additional District Judge, it was found
that the likeliness of suicide was negligible and that the deceased
may have died in custody of law enforcement agency.

In the case of Bhim Singh v. State of Jammu and Kashmir[44], the
Supreme Court observed the following while explaining the role of
police in civil society - 
“Police Officers who are custodians of law and order should have
the greatest respect for the personal liberty of citizens and should
not become depredators of civil liberties. Their duty is to protect
and not to abduct.” 

In this particular case, the Supreme Court awarded the aggrieved
party with a compensation of rupees fifty thousand on account of
illegal incarceration.

In the case of Saheli v. Commissioner of Police, Delhi Police
Headquarters[45], the police acted in excess of the powers vested in
them and caused the death of a nine-year-old child by sheer
brutality. The Supreme Court awarded the mother of the child with
compensation of rupees seventy thousand. 
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[43] [1] 1995 Supp (4) SCC 450.
441] (1985) 4 SCC 677.
[45] (1990) 1 SCC 422.



The Court further observed that “An action for damages lies for
bodily harm, which includes the battery, assault, false
imprisonment, physical injuries and death. In case of assault,
battery and false imprisonment the damages are at large and
represent a solatium for the mental pain, distress, indignity, loss of
liberty and death.

In the case of Peoples’ Union for Democratic Rights v. Police
Commissioner, Delhi[46], the police took some people to the police
station to do some work. After the men had finished the work and
demanded money, they were beaten by the police and later one of
such men succumbed to injuries. The Supreme Court held that the
police officer wasn’t discharging his official duties and ordered a
criminal investigation against him. The Court further awarded
compensation of rupees fifty thousand to the dependents of the
deceased.

In the case of Chairman, Railway Board v. Mrs. Chandrima Das[47], a
Bangladeshi national was raped at the Howrah Station by railway
employees. The Court awarded a compensation of rupees ten lakh
to the victim and initiated criminal proceedings against the accused
railway employees. 
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[46] (1989) 4 SCC 730.
[47] AIR 2000 SC 988.

As has been explained through the judicial pronouncements
discussed above, the path of action adopted by the Judiciary has
changed since after the Rudul Shah case. In most of the cases
succeeding it, the Court has provided the victims with
compensation and initiated criminal proceedings against the
accused.



The doctrine of sovereign Immunity is an international law norm. It
is well accepted as an integral of International Law. The U.N. system
redefines sovereignty by shifting those rights from particular states
to the common international structure, which also includes limits
on sovereignty exercises. The U.N. Charter's motive is about
protecting human rights. Elsewhere, it has been argued that this
language suggests that "the peoples of the world are the ultimate
source of international authority," not the states.[48] The jus cogens
principle is codified in Article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties.[49] It defines a jus cogens as "a norm accepted and
recognized by the international community of States as a whole as
a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be
modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law
having the same character."[50] Under international law, the jus
cogens reflect human rights.
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[48]Nagan & Haddad, Sovereignty.
491]https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1586&context=facultypub
501]https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1586&context=facultypub

INTERNATIONAL 
CONVENTIONS



In the late 19th century, the first effort to establish a universal
treaty regulating sovereign immunity unfolded. In 2004, the U.N.
General Assembly adopted the U.N. Convention on Jurisdictional
Immunities of States and Their Property (U.N. Convention).[51] The
U.N. Convention is a product of twenty-seven years of labour by the
respected International Law Commission (ILC)[52]   and was
elaborated by an Ad Hoc Committee reporting to the Sixth
Committee of the General Assembly.[53]

In fact, it promotes the so-called restrictive theory of sovereign
immunity, according to which states are generally entitled to the
same laws as private individuals with regard to their commercial
transactions. The treaty was opened for signing on January 17, 2005
(when Austria and Morocco became the first signatory nations), and
will be adopted when thirty states have deposited their instruments
of ratification, recognition, consent, or accession with the UN
Secretary-General. 
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[51]United Nations Convention on the Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, G.A. Res. 59/38, Annex,
U.N.Doc.A/RES/59/38 (Dec. 2, 2004) [hereinafter, U.N. Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity], available at
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/4280737b4.html (convention not yet in force).
[52] In 1977, the U.N. General Assembly recommended to the I.L.C. that it take up the study of jurisdictional immunity of states
and their property with the aim of drafting a convention developing and codifying that law. See G.A. Res. 59/38, U.N. Doc.
A/RES/59/38 (Dec. 2, 2004); see also, YbILC 1991, Vol. II, Part Two, p. 13. The I.L.C. was created by the U.N. General Assembly in
1948. It presently comprises a group of 34 distinguished experts in international law who are charged with drafting proposals for
international conventions. For more information on the I.L.C., see http://www.un.org/law/ilc/.
[53] The Ad Hoc Committee on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property was established by the UN General
Assembly, GA Res. 55/150 (Dec. 12, 2000), and met for three sessions. Its final report was adopted on March 5, 2004 (see UN Doc.
A/59/22), and is available at . The Ad Hoc Committee was chaired by Gerhard Hafner of the Institut für Völkerrecht und
Internationale Beziehungen in Vienna. Ambassador Chusei Yamada, an ILC member, also played a pivotal role in the negotiations



Article 4 lays down a basic principle that the Convention is not
retroactive; that is, it does not contribute to any issue affecting the
jurisdictional immunities of States or their properties resulting from
a lawsuit filed against a State before a court of another State until
the prior to the enactment of the Convention for the States
concerned. Article 5 of the U.N. Convention begins by providing, "A
State enjoys immunity, in respect to itself and its property, from the
jurisdiction of the courts of another State subject to the provisions
of the present Convention.[54]

THE CASE OF GERMANY V. ITALY
The judgment of the ICJ in the matter of Jurisdictional Immunities of
the State (Germany v. Italy) rendered on 3 February 2012,[1] the ICJ
stated that Italy breached Germany's sovereign immunity by
authorizing Italian courts to adjudicate cases against Germany
despite Germany claiming its state immunity. Victims of German
war crimes in Italy who demanded redress were confiscated at the
Italian courts after World War II. In addition, Italian courts allowed
Greek judgments against Germany to be enforced in order to
compensate victims of comparable acts in Greece and placed
restrictive actions against German property in Italy to enact those
decisions. The ICJ dismissed Italy 's claim (and its courts) that there
should be no invoking state immunity since significant breaches of
international humanitarian and human rights law are at risk. The ICJ
focused on a positivist study of customary international law and  
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[54[ U.N. Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity.
[55] ICJ, Jurisdictional Immunities of the State of Germany v. Italy: Greece intervening), Judgment of 3 February 2012, .



came to the conclusion that there was clearly not enough state
experience to justify the Italian opinion.

In 2014 the Italian Constitutional court held that the basic rights
guaranteed by the Italian constitution were breached by sovereign
immunity for the crimes in concern. Therefore, including such war
crimes cases, sovereign immunity will no longer be an acceptable
principle in Italy.

.
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Express consent to the Jurisdiction 

The convention's general rule is that a foreign state is entitled to
immunity from the forum state's jurisdiction, and the forum state
must refrain from exercising that jurisdiction in a proceeding before
its tribunals, unless one of the specified exceptions to that
immunity. Articles 7 to 18 deal with the specific provisions of
exceptions to the convention and few are mentioned below:

1.
Under Article 7 of the convention, a state cannot invoke immunity
from jurisdiction in a proceeding before a court of another state
"with regard to a matter or case" if it has expressly consented to the
exercise of jurisdiction by the court with regard to that matter or
case by international agreement, in a written contract, by a
declaration before the court, or by means of written
communication in a specific proceeding.[56]
.
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EXCEPTIONS

[56] Art. 7(1). Lack of consent is generally to be presumed. See 1991 ILC Commentary.



2. Commercial Transactions 
The fundamental rule is laid down in Article 10(1). Denial of
immunity is independent of the essence of the act the argument
stems from. If the transaction or activity into which a State enters or
in which, for example, the breach of contract resulting from an act
performed in the exercise of sovereign authority is committed.
Everything that matters is the nature of the state's transaction or
operation as opposed to the evidence on which the defence is
based. The view that its scope relates to the context of the
restrictive principle of sovereign immunity and, in particular, as
addressed in the Alfred Dunhill v Republic of Cuba[57] where it was
claimed that a foreign State engaged in commercial activity
exercised only those powers which may be exercised by a private
citizen.

3. Torts
The convention incorporates the generally accepted rule of modern
practice that those who suffer death or personal injury or loss of
tangible property as a result of the tortious act or omission of a
foreign state within the state of the forum may sue the foreign
State for monetary compensation.  Specifically, Article 12 provides
that unless the concerned states agree otherwise, a state cannot
invoke immunity  in a proceeding which relates to pecuniary
compensation for death or injury to the person, or damage to or
loss of tangible property, caused by any act or omission which is 
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[57] 425 US 682 (1976) 66 ILR p.212



alleged to be attributable to the State, if the act or omission
occurred in whole or in part in the territory of that other State and if
the author of the act or omission was present in that territory at the
time of the act or omission.[58]

4. Contracts of Employment
Article 11 provides that a State is not immune in respect of
proceedings concerning an employment contract between the State
and the individual in which the contract was concluded or in which
the work is to be performed in whole or in part thereof.
The convention uses the generic term "measures of constraint" to
describe the variety of mechanisms available under domestic law
for enforcing judicial orders (including injunction, attachment,
arrest, execution, or other forms of preliminary and final relief). It
addresses pre- and post-judgment measures in separate articles
(18 and 19, respectively).
Default Judgments pose special difficulties for sovereign
defendants. The convention provides in Article 23 that a default
judgment shall not be rendered against a state unless the court has
found that the requirements regarding service of process have
been complied with, that a period of not less than four months has
expired from the date on which the service was effected, and that
"the present Convention does not preclude it from exercising
jurisdiction" (that is, the state is not entitled to immunity).[59]
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[58] Art. 12. As stated in the 1991 ILC Commentary, supra note 2, at 102, the underlying intent is to "provide relief or possibility of
recourse to justice for individuals who suffer personal injury, death or physical damage to or loss of property caused by an
act or omission which might be intentional, accidental or caused by negligence attributable to a foreign State.”
[59]  Art. 23(1). See generally 1991 ILC Commentary.
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